Westlaw UK: Topics

You can browse content by Topic to find useful introductions and key materials for areas of law.

You can find Topic pages by searching from the Home Page, or you can browse Topic content from the links on the home page.

Save this Topic page as a Favourite, set as your homepage, build a Link to this page or set up an alert for new content.

Latest developments for this Topic

Search across this Topic or browse sub-topics.

An Introduction to this Topic

You can also browse related topics using the links on the left-hand side.

Overview articles are written by experts in the field to introduce and highlight key principles in this area. Articles can be used as a research starting point and can then provide links to further reading and primary law.

Unincorporated associations

Overview of Topic

1. An unincorporated association is an association (which may be or not be of a formal) of persons who have not set themselves up as a body corporate through registering a company, by Charter or in any other way. It therefore does not have a legal personality separate from that of its members.

2. A member's club might typically be an unincorporated association.
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